The proportional-bandwidth and constant-bandwidth time-frequency signal decompositions of the wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson orthonormal bases have attracted substantial interest for representing nonstationary signals. However, these representations are limited in that they are based on rectangular tessellations of the time-frequency plane. While much e ort has gone into methods for designing nice wavelet and window functions for these frameworks, little consideration has been given to methods for constructing orthonormal bases employing nonrectangular time-frequency tilings. In this correspondence, we take a rst step in this direction by deriving two new families of orthonormal bases and frames employing elements that shear, or chirp, in the time-frequency plane, in addition to translate and scale. The new scale-shear fan bases and shift-shear chevron bases are obtained by operating on an existing wavelet, Gabor, or Wilson basis set with two special unitary warping transformations. In addition to the theoretical bene t of broadening the class of valid time-frequency plane tilings, these new bases could possibly also be useful for representing certain types of signals, such as chirping and dispersed signals.
Introduction
The continuous wavelet transform and the short-time Fourier transform are multidimensional functionals that map one-dimensional signals to the two-dimensional time-frequency plane 1]. Both have been utilized in numerous signal processing applications to analyze the time-varying frequency content of nonstationary signals.
Attention has focused recently on using these transforms to construct orthonormal bases and frames for the signal space of square-integrable functions L 2 (IR). 1 
Each expansion coe cient c m;n is computed by projecting the signal onto the corresponding basis element; that is c m;n = hs; b m;n i, where hf; gi = R f(u) g (u) du denotes the inner product for L 2 
(IR).
The elements of a wavelet basis are obtained by translating and scaling a single nonarbitrary but xed wavelet function g wavelet b wavelet m;n (t) = a ?m=2 0 g wavelet (a ?m 0 t ? nt 0 ); (2) with t 0 a 0 = 2 and m; n 2 ZZ. The basis elements can be interpreted as \tiling" the time-frequency plane in a proportional-bandwidth (constant-Q) fashion; the tiling for an idealized wavelet basis is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . A class of wavelets having both compact support and arbitrarily high regularity (smoothness) has been derived by Daubechies 4] .
Short-time Fourier transform bases are often referred to as Gabor bases, because they share the same form as the seminal transform of Gabor 5] . The elements of a Gabor basis are obtained by translating and modulating a single nonarbitrary but xed window function g Gabor b Gabor m;n (t) = g Gabor (t ? nt 0 ) e j2 mf 0 t ; (3) with t 0 f 0 = 1 and m; n 2 ZZ. A Gabor basis tiles the time-frequency plane in a constant-bandwidth fashion; the tiling for an idealized basis is pictured in Fig. 1(b) . Windows generating Gabor bases have been constructed by Balian 6] , Jensen, H holdt, and Justesen 7], Tolimieri and Orr 8] , and Coifman, Meyer, and Wickerhauser 9] . Recently, constant-bandwidth bases of the Wilson type have been proposed as a well-localized alternative to the Gabor bases 10]. 1 To be concrete, we will discuss only orthonormal bases for the Hilbert space L 2 (IR) in this paper. Note, however, that all results apply also to the more general frame case 2] and that many results can be extended to more general Banach spaces 3]. From this point on, we will also simply use the term basis to mean orthonormal basis. 2 All sums and integrals are assumed to go from ?1 to 1 unless otherwise stated. With the wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson bases, we have two disparate tilings of the timefrequency plane, each of which is well suited for representing certain classes of signals. However, what if the signals we wish to decompose are not well modeled by either a proportional-bandwidth or a constant-bandwidth analysis? For example, the energy of a frequency modulated signal will be spread over many basis coe cients in both types of expansions, since it traces a path in the time-frequency plane that is not well modeled by either of the basis tilings shown in Fig. 1(a) or (b) . Clearly, to best match signals of this sort, we must nd more exible bases whose elements are not restricted to a strictly rectangular geometry in the time-frequency plane.
While much e ort has gone into methods for designing nice wavelet and window functions g for the wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson bases, little consideration has been given to methods for constructing orthonormal bases and frames employing nonrectangular, \non-Manhattan" tessellations of the time-frequency plane. In this correspondence, we take a rst step in this direction and present two new families of orthonormal bases employing elements that shear, or chirp, in the time-frequency plane in addition to translate and scale. These new bases can be interpreted as generalizing the wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson basis constructions to allow chirping elements. Besides the theoretical bene t of expanding the class of time-frequency tilings available through current techniques, these new bases may produce better results (packing more energy into fewer expansion coe cients, for example) than existing bases for certain types of signals, since the chirping action can be used to better match the basis elements to these signals. The remainder of this paper is organized into two major sections, one for the generalization of the proportional-bandwidth (wavelet) bases and one for the generalization of the constantbandwidth (Gabor, Wilson) bases. In the following section, we construct a special warping operator that remaps orthonormal wavelet bases into fan bases, whose elements scale and shear in the timefrequency plane. Then, in Section 3, we apply a similar procedure to the Gabor and Wilson bases to yield two types of chevron bases, whose elements translate and shear in the time-frequency plane. Results on the regularity of these new basis constructions follow in Section 4. A discussion and conclusion are o ered in the nal section. 
Note that K 0 (IR) = L 2 (IR). The scale-shear fan bases are constructed simply by replacing the linear f term in the exponential of (4) 
Here the operator C c k represents convolution with a hyper-chirp function of order c and chirp rate k,
with h c k (t) = F ?1 e ?j2 k jfj c sign(f) (t) = Z e ?j2 k jfj c sign(f) e j2 ft df: (10) Equation (8) 
The axis warping operator c
We now establish the validity of the proposed fan basis given in (8) . Remarkably, a simple change of variable will yield all generalized wavelets g fan that generate fan orthonormal bases. (12) In this section, we will apply this warping operator to the Fourier transform of a wavelet basis element to construct a fan basis element. Note that c maps the complex Fourier-domain sinusoid e j2 f to the chirp function p c jfj c?1 e j2 jfj c sign(f) . A fundamental property of the axis warping operator is that it is an isometric isomorphism from the space K r (IR) onto K cr (IR). 3 3 Two vector spaces, X and Y, are said to be isomorphic if there is a one-to-one, linear mapping T of X onto Y 11]. Two normed vector spaces, X and Y, are isometrically isomorphic if they are isomorphic and if the corresponding mapping T is isometric; that is if jjTxjjY = jjxjjX, where jj jjU represents the norm in the space U.
Roughly speaking, if two vector spaces X and Y are isometrically isomorphic, then they are structurally equivalent in the sense that the points in Y are simply relabeled versions of the points in X (and vice versa). An isometric isomorphism T that links a space X with itself, that is, T :X 7 ! X, is termed unitary. A very important unitary operator is the Fourier transform, which maps L 2 (IR) onto itself. We now state the key result of this section.
Theorem 1 The axis warping operator c is an isometric isomorphism from the Hilbert space K r (IR) onto K cr (IR) for all r; c 2 IR; c 6 = 0.
Proof: The linearity, isometry, and bijectivity of c are easily veri ed using the simple change of variable u = jvj c sign(v) in each case. 2 Since the Fourier transform operator F is an isometric isomorphism from L 2 (IR) onto L 2 (IR), the three-part operator c = F ?1 c F formed by composing F with the axis warping operator is also an isometric isomorphism. The following diagram summarizes an important set of spaces that are linked isometrically and isomorphically by these operators:
The set A signi es the set of all admissible wavelets in L 2 (IR) that generate wavelet bases. The (13) is expanded to all of L 2 (IR), then the three-part operator isometrically and isomorphically links the following spaces:
This demonstrates that c = F ?1 c F is unitary on L 2 (IR).
Fan bases from wavelet bases
An important property of an isometric isomorphism is that it maps orthonormal bases to orthonormal bases. Thus, if we apply the operator c to the elements of an arbitrary wavelet basis for L 2 (IR), the result will be another basis for L 2 (IR). It is easy to see that the application of c to an arbitrary wavelet basis yields the fan basis of (7) and (8) Note that the sampling lattices of the two bases in the theorem are subtly di erent. Most conspicuous is the r 0 = a 1=c 0 spacing in scale in the fan bases (typically a 0 = 2 for a wavelet basis). In Fig. 3 we plot the warped function 2 g, with g a \Daubechies-2" wavelet 4]. This warped function, while no longer compactly supported, 4 generates a valid fan basis of order 2.
Note that since the set B in (13) signi es all functions g fan that generate valid fan bases, the set b B represents an admissibility condition for these functions. This condition is G fan 2 K c (IR).
For the case c = 2, this condition is consistent with the admissibility condition derived for the continuous-valued scale-shear transform in 12].
The computation of the coe cients c fan m;n for the fan basis expansion (1) appears cumbersome, but it can be e ciently implemented by again utilizing the special properties of the operator c . The isometry of this operator from L 2 (IR) onto L 2 (IR) allows us to compute the expansion coe cients 4 We do not know at present whether there exist compactly supported functions generating fan bases. (16) While indicating that the fan basis expansion can be implemented just as e ciently (modulo the prewarping) as the original wavelet basis expansion, this computation also emphasizes the dual interpretation that warping a basis set to match a signal is equivalent to prewarping the signal to match the original basis. E cient computation of the prewarped signal ?1 c s should be possible using techniques analogous to the fast Mellin transform, which requires a geometric scaling of the transform axis 13], 14], 15].
Generalized Gabor and Wilson Bases:
The Resetting Chevron Bases
Basis elements
The mathematical machinery of the previous section can also be applied to the Gabor and Wilson bases. Since the axis warping operator c of (11) 
However, while the set fb 0 m;n g is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (IR), the shape of the function in front of the exponential changes with each value of n, and thus, this basis cannot be built from simple translates and chirp modulates of a single, xed window function. This limitation results because the action of the time shift by nt 0 does not commute with the action of c . Therefore, in the next section, we will modify the structure of c to construct a new axis warping operator whose action does commute with time shifts.
The result is a family of resetting shift-shear bases. Taking t 0 = 1 (without loss of generality), the elements of the order c resetting shift-shear basis derived from a Gabor basis are given by b Greset m;n (t) = g Greset (t ? n) e j2 mq 0 ((t?btc) c +btc) ; c 2 IR; c 6 = 0: (18) The term \resetting" is used to indicate that the instantaneous frequency of the chirp modulation is reset to zero at every integer along the time axis. The time-frequency plane tiling for an idealized Gabor shift-shear basis is shown in Fig. 4 for the case c = 2 (linear chirp). Because of the \V"
shape of the basis tiling, we will refer to these bases as (resetting) chevron bases. Note that in contrast to the scale-shear fan bases | which utilize convolution with chirp functions to shear in the time direction in the time-frequency plane | the chevron bases shear in the frequency direction by chirp modulation. However, like the fan bases, the tilting elements of the chevron bases could prove useful for e ciently representing chirp signals.
The resetting axis warping operator c
We now demonstrate that the Gabor resetting chevron bases of (18) 
The inverse resetting axis warping operator is 
The e ect of c is to periodically (between each integer) warp the scale of the function z and multiply it by a periodic u (c?1)=2 window. Figure 5 illustrates the e ect of 2 on the Gabor basis element b Gabor 4;0 , which was computed using the window constructed in 7] for g Gabor The proof is very similar to that for Theorem 1 and is therefore omitted.
Resetting chevron bases from Gabor and Wilson bases
We can infer from Theorem 3 that c maps each orthonormal basis for L 2 (IR) to another orthonormal basis for L 2 (IR). Furthermore, it is simple to show that the application c to an arbitrary Gabor basis yields a resetting chevron basis of the form (18) ; that is, we have b Greset m;n (t) = c b Gabor m;n (t)
if we make the correspondences g Greset = c g Gabor (18) with parameters t 0 = 1; q 0 = 1.
Note that while we have emphasized the Gabor case up to this point, the operator c can also be used to construct families of resetting chevron bases from the Wilson bases 10] in exactly the same fashion.
Regularity of the New Bases
It has been recently demonstrated that the regularity of the wavelet/window is an important performance criterion for a basis, since the degree of regularity controls the extent to which errors in the basis expansion coe cients are propagated into the resulting signal expansion (1) (22) Since the regularity order of g wavelet is ? 1=2, this last term is nite, and the result follows. 2
This result demonstrates that fan bases of order c > 1 are more regular than the original wavelet bases from which they were derived. This is due to the fact that, for c > 1, the frequency axis warp c compresses the wavelet function in the frequency domain, reducing the high frequency content of the resulting time domain function g fan and thus making it smoother.
Unfortunately, a similar result does not hold for the resetting chevron bases. In particular, the warped window g reset constructed by the application of the resetting axis warping operator c to a Gabor or Wilson window function cannot be continuous (see Fig. 5(b) , for example). The source of the problem is the multiplication by the resetting window function (u ? buc) (c?1)=2 in (19) . This function, while highly regular between integers, is discontinuous at each integer. However, we note that while this lack of regularity will limit the resetting time and shear bases to applications where smoothness is not a prerequisite, this is already somewhat the case for the Gabor bases, since if a window g generates a Gabor basis, then either g or its Fourier transform G is not continuously di erentiable. 5 
Conclusions
The proportional-bandwidth and constant-bandwidth signal decompositions of the wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson bases have attracted substantial interest recently for representing signals with timevarying frequency content. However, these representations are also limited in that they are based on a rectangular tessellation of the time-frequency plane. Since few tools have been developed for dealing with the signal classes for which these tilings are ill suited, we have explored in this paper some simple nonrectangular time-frequency tilings. The most striking feature of the new scale-shear fan bases (8) and the shift-shear resetting chevron bases (18) is that they represent signals completely in terms of chirp functions. While the creation of the two new time-frequency plane tilings in Figs. 2 and 4 is theoretically interesting, these new bases may also be useful for representing certain types of signals, such as chirping and dispersed signals.
Our approach in deriving these two new classes of bases was to \bootstrap" the existing wavelet, Gabor, and Wilson basis theory to the problem at hand via the special axis warping operators c and c . In the fan basis case, this approach proved remarkably successful, resulting in a class of bases that not only have the correct form, but also have improved regularity properties over the wavelet bases from which they were derived. In the chevron basis case, this approach proved somewhat less successful. To arrive at a set of bases generated by only translations and chirp modulations, we were forced to modify the warping operator c to the resetting axis warping operator c . Unfortunately, the resetting operator is not su ciently smooth to preserve the regularity properties of the Gabor or Wilson bases, and the resulting resetting chevron bases are at best only almost continuous.
The existence of an isometric isomorphism between the fan bases and the wavelet bases is no doubt due to the strong connection between their underlying group structures | the group that spawns the scale-shear fan transform 12] is isomorphic to the scalar a ne group that spawns the wavelet transform 1]. On the other hand, the lack of strong connections between Gabor bases, which are generated by the Weyl-Heisenberg group 1], and the Wilson and chevron bases, which are not generated by any group, makes it more understandable why the application of axis warping operators to the Gabor and Wilson bases did not create completely satisfying chevron bases.
Note that several of the bases we have considered can be related to a discretization of the metaplectic transform, a new transform introduced in 19], 20] and studied further in 12]. In the wavelet and Gabor bases, the transformations applied to the wavelet/window are limited to time- frequency translation and time-frequency scaling. The ve-dimensional metaplectic transform, on the other hand, is constructed to implement a general 2 2 unimodular, a ne transformation, Ax + b; jAj = 1, in the time-frequency plane. The extra degrees of freedom in this transformation allow basis elements to not only translate and scale in time-frequency, but also to shear and rotate. It is shown in 12] that the wavelet, Gabor, and fan bases (c = 2 case) correspond to discretizations of the metaplectic transform along certain two-dimensional planes of its ve-dimensional analysis space.
Finally, besides the development of a more general theory for nonrectangular time-frequency tilings, this paper leaves many questions unanswered. We have not considered chirp basis decompositions for discrete-time signals. One potential problem with discrete-time signals is that a chirp signal will eventually violate the Nyquist criterion and alias. However, there could exist discrete-time bases that actually take advantage of this aliasing property. Another interesting research direction is the application of more general unitary operators for warping bases. Since every unitary transformation maps a basis set to another basis set, there seems to be no reason to stop with the two axis warping operators employed in this paper. This approach is adopted in 21], 22], where it is shown that unitary transformations provide a simple means for matching basis sets to particular classes of signals.
